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Area Check User Manual
Publication date: February 2024

All Active Travel England tools and user manuals will be reviewed regularly and updated 
as needed.

1. Introduction
1.1 This user manual is a desktop guide for the Area Check. The Area Check is a 

‘scheme review’ tool used for assessing the design quality of area-based schemes. 
The tool can be used to assess local neighbourhood improvement schemes, town 
centre pedestrianisation projects and city-wide traffic management programmes alike. 
This user manual was written primarily as a companion to Area Check, to show users 
how to use the tool. It also helps with defining an area before completing an Area 
Check (see section 2). 

1.2 While corridor schemes generally focus on a single linear route, a well-designed area 
scheme usually contains multiple routes connecting to routes around the area 
perimeter and routes in neighbouring areas as part of a wider network. All of the 
streets within a well-designed area scheme are made suitable for walking, wheeling 
and cycling for most people, including disabled people. Good area schemes give 
people more places where they will want to spend their time, like new social areas 
and green spaces. 

1.3 Changes to any area, and particularly to motor traffic flow, can affect streets elsewhere 
(for example, at the edge of the area or in neighbouring areas). Such impacts must be 
predicted and mitigated as far as possible. If they cannot be mitigated satisfactorily, 
the scheme should be rethought.

1.4 The Area Check’s purpose is not primarily to pass or fail prospective area schemes. 
Rather, it was developed to make sure that a holistic, balanced approach is taken to 
designing area-based schemes, and to give the local community the best possible 
outcomes. The Area Check therefore asks users to complete two separate but related 
tests in sequence:

 • Traffic Mitigation Check: this test checks that the scheme being assessed 
effectively manages the impact of any motor vehicle traffic to potentially be 
displaced from the area to the perimeter or beyond.

 • Area Scorecard: this test assesses and scores the scheme against a range of 
factors, including quality of place and provision of walking, wheeling and cycling 
infrastructure, including for people with disabilities. It will be relevant to everyone 
involved in the planning, development and delivery stages of area schemes. 
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1.5 This user manual aims to clarify how to score even the most complex scenarios. 
Where there is scoring ambiguity, users are encouraged to contact the ATE 
Inspectorate for support. ATE intends to update Area Check as and when new 
evidence is available. 

1.6 The next section of this user manual gives advice on defining an area. Section 3 
explains the tool’s structure, and is followed by sections giving detailed guidance 
on the Traffic Mitigation Check and Area Scorecard. The last section explains the 
tool’s outputs.
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2. Defining an Area
2.1 Before doing an Area Check assessment, it is important to define the area 

appropriately. This section of the user manual explains how to do this.

Area size and connectivity
2.2 While there is no mandatory size for an area scheme, it is recommended an area 

selected for assessment is around one square kilometre, if possible. If the area is too 
large, then it may be difficult or expensive to provide a consistently good level of 
service for people walking, wheeling and cycling. Consideration should be given to 
splitting larger areas into smaller multiple linked areas. If the area is too small, then an 
area scheme may not produce meaningful benefits. 

2.3 Think about how the area scheme connects to neighbouring areas and fits into wider 
pedestrian and cycle networks. Programmes connecting multiple areas and routes and 
delivering a range of infrastructure improvements will likely be the most transformative. 

Street classification
2.4 Areas assessed using the Area Check are generally bordered by busier streets, 

especially in terms of motor traffic. We can assume streets within an area chosen for 
an Area Check assessment to be generally quieter, with lower motor traffic volumes, 
higher walking and cycling volumes and higher place functions. 

2.5 Take time to understand the types and functions of streets within and around an area. 
This will help make sure that internal and perimeter treatments are suitable and 
proportionate to the street types they are applied to.

Assessing the Existing Network
2.6 Assessing the quality of the existing infrastructure in and around your chosen area 

will also help determine a baseline level of service and prioritise improvements. 
Assumptions about the quality of existing infrastructure should be avoided and it 
is strongly recommended that you appraise the local network in collaboration with 
local stakeholders.
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3. Area Check Structure
3.1 The Area Check consists of three input tabs and one output tab. You work through the 

input tabs consecutively as shown in Figure 1 below:

Figure 1 – Area Check input tabs

Summary of Scheme
3.2 It is important to fill the Summary of Scheme tab in to make sure you provide a 

complete, accurate record of key scheme information. You should populate as many 
of the fields in the Summary of Scheme tab as you can before moving to the next tab. 
If you don’t have some of this information, you can contact the relevant member of 
ATE’s Regional Management team for it.

3.3 The fields in the first table under the Summary of Scheme tab are: 

 • Date of Design Review is for the date (or dates) on which the design review took 
place.

 • Scheme Reference is for the relevant funding programme scheme reference, 
if applicable.

 • Scheme Name means the name of the scheme according to the funding 
programme.

 • Scheme Summary can be used to give a brief description of the area scheme, 
including any relevant programme-level information.

 • Scheme Information Reviewed is where you should give information about the 
documents the review is based on. For example, if a General Arrangement drawing 
has been reviewed, you should enter details here.

 • Authority means the provisioning authority for the scheme.

 • Transport/Combined Authority means the combined authority, if the scheme is 
in a combined authority area.

 • Region is the part of England where the scheme is located. There are also options 
for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

 • Funding Programme means the main funding source for the scheme.
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 • Design Stage is the current design stage of the scheme.

 • Funding Conditions are any specific conditions regarding infrastructure attached 
to the relevant funding programme.

 • Inspector Email Address means the email address of the ATE inspector 
who completed the design review. If someone outside of ATE completed the 
spreadsheet, then you should leave this section blank, and put details in the 
‘Notes’ field.

 • Scheme Area Size (km2) is where you should enter the size of the area scheme 
being assessed in square kilometres.

 • Notes is a space where you can add any other relevant notes on the scheme 
or design review. 

3.4 The Network Context section gives you the opportunity to talk about the context 
of the area being assessed if, for example, it is part of a wider programme or scheme 
that contains multiple connected areas and routes. You should include a drawing or 
plan to show which area is being assessed in the file, and give details of any 
neighbouring areas being assessed in separate files, as well as any neighbouring 
areas that are not part of the wider scheme.

Traffic Mitigation Check
3.5 The Traffic Mitigation Check tab asks you to respond to a sequence of questions on 

the anticipated effects of the scheme on motor vehicle traffic. It is important that you 
complete the Traffic Mitigation Check before moving on to the Area Scorecard as its 
results can cause you to redesign parts of your scheme before proceeding to the 
Area Scorecard test.

3.6 Further information on the Traffic Mitigation Check’s purpose and logic is given in the 
Traffic Mitigation Check section of this user manual (Section 4).

3.7 To carry out the Traffic Mitigation Check, you start at the top and work downwards 
until you cannot ‘proceed to the next question’, and a result is generated. You then 
make a comment on the results of the check in the assigned box. This process is 
illustrated in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2 – The Traffic Mitigation Check process 
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Area Scorecard
3.8 Once you have done the Traffic Mitigation Check, you can fill in the Area Scorecard. 

3.9 In this section, you must score the existing and proposed area design against nine 
metrics. You can do this by selecting ‘yes’ against the descriptor that best matches 
the situation being assessed.

3.10 You must give a short justification for each of the scores you chose in the adjacent 
boxes (highlighted in Figure 3 below), along with any assumptions you made.

3.11 Once you have chosen a score for all nine metrics, you will see the total scores for 
both ‘Existing’ and ‘Proposed’ scenarios at the top of the page. 

Figure 3 – Descriptor justification boxes in the Area Scorecard
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3.12 Don’t choose ‘yes’ for more than one descriptor per metric, otherwise the spreadsheet 
will not know which score to assign and the error message shown below in Figure 4 
will appear: 

Figure 4 – Error message with selection of two or more descriptors

3.13 Some metrics have been split into two strands: one for walking and wheeling, and one 
for cycling. This is because there are different relevant criteria to assessing the quality 
of the pedestrian network compared to assessing the quality of the cycle network 
(the mesh density metric shown in Figure 5, for example, which is explained further in 
Section 5).

Figure 5 – Mesh density metric in the Area Scorecard

3.14 The total potential scores for each metric are shown in Figure 6 below. The first four 
metrics are split by mode to make them easier to assess. Later metrics are weighted 
more heavily to reflect their importance to the design of an area scheme.
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Metric Mode
Mode 
Score

Total 
Score

Porosity Walking and wheeling 4
8

Cycling 4

Crossings Walking and wheeling 4
8

Cycling 4

Permeability Walking and wheeling 4
8

Cycling 4

Mesh Density Walking and wheeling 4
8

Cycling 4

Motorised through-traffic All modes 8 8

Perimeter treatment design All modes 16 16

Green infrastructure design All modes 12 12

Other internal treatment design All modes 16 16

Engagement practice All modes 16 16

Total 100

Figure 6 – Summary of metric scores for the Area Scorecard.
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4. Traffic Mitigation Check
4.1 The purpose of the Traffic Mitigation Check is firstly to understand if the scheme is 

expected to reduce motor vehicle traffic, and secondly to understand whether any 
traffic will be displaced and mitigating interventions will be needed. The flowchart in 
Figure 8 illustrates the logic of this check. 

4.2 If you anticipate motor traffic displacement, you will need to analyse which streets and 
places are likely to be affected. This is especially important where there are sensitive 
receptors locally. A sensitive receptor is a place used by people who are at a higher 
risk from exposure to air pollution and likely to be more affected by potential increases 
in traffic and congestion. Examples include educational, medical and care facilities. 

4.3 For example, if you expect to displace traffic onto a street where there is a primary 
school, then you should consider making changes to the area scheme to divert this 
traffic. If this is not feasible, then you may have to add suitable mitigation measures to 
the scheme to give the school protection against possible increases in air pollution or 
collision risks. If suitable mitigation is not possible, then you may need to redesign the 
scheme.

4.4 Ultimately, if an area scheme directly causes moderate or substantial increases in 
congestion or pollution, and the mitigations proposed to counter this are inadequate, 
then the overall scheme design will need to be reconsidered. Comments on the 
proposed results, including any assumptions made during the check, should be 
provided in the box next to the check (shown in Figure 7).

Figure 7 – Proposed results box for the Traffic Mitigation Check 
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Figure 8 – Flowchart illustrating the logic of the Traffic Mitigation Check
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5. Area Scorecard
5.1 The Area Scorecard is meant to assess and score the scheme against a range of 

factors, including quality of place, levels of community engagement and the provision 
of walking, wheeling and cycling infrastructure for all people, including disabled people. 
Assessing how these proposed interventions score against the existing situation allows 
you to gauge the expected transformation of an area scheme. In turn, this may help 
you identify what improvements are needed to make sure that any area scheme 
achieves a strong uplift in score.

5.2 There are nine metrics to be scored:

1. Porosity

2. Crossings

3. Permeability

4. Mesh density

5. Motorised through-traffic

6. Perimeter treatment design

7. Green infrastructure design

8. Other internal treatment design

9. Engagement practice

5.3 More information and guidance on each of these metrics is included below.

Porosity
5.4 Porosity measures how easy it is to access an area with a specific transport mode. 

It is informed by the quantity and placement of ‘gateways’ for that mode on the 
perimeter of an area.

5.5 A ‘gateway’ is an intervention that enables safe, accessible travel into an area. 
Typically, this is a controlled crossing facility, like a zebra or signal crossing, but it 
could also be a bridge or an underpass. 

5.6 A low porosity area has an absence of suitable crossing facilities on its perimeter, 
causing severance issues. For example, an area bounded by busy streets lacking in 
controlled pedestrian crossings will be difficult for people walking or wheeling to 
access, including disabled people. It would score poorly in this metric, as it has few or 
no gateways serving it. By contrast, an area with multiple gateways or at least one 
gateway on each side is easier to get into – or more ‘porous’ – and would score well.

5.7 In the tool, walking and wheeling porosity is scored separately from cycling porosity, 
as cycling gateways have different requirements from walking and wheeling gateways. 
The cycling porosity score is usually lower than the walking and wheeling porosity 
score. This is because most areas in the UK are more likely to have gateways for 
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walking and wheeling, such as puffin crossings, than they are to have suitable 
gateways for cycling. 

5.8 ATE’s separate Route Check tool may also help you review the quality of crossings on 
perimeter streets, with further guidance on siting crossings.

5.9 Figure 9 below shows an example area with only one gateway and low porosity.

Figure 9 – Example of low porosity – only one gateway into the area

5.10 Figure 10 shows the same example area with multiple gateways and high porosity.

Figure 10 – Example of high porosity – at least one gateway per area side
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Crossings 
5.11 The quantity, placement and quality of gateways affects how likely it is that people will 

walk, wheel and cycle to and through an area. Since crossings are the most common 
form of gateway, it is important that you choose and design them carefully. They must 
be suitable for the volume and 85th percentile speed of motor vehicle traffic, as well as 
the geometry of the street. Further information on this can be found in LTN 1/20 Table 
10-2 (Crossing Design Suitability) and Chapter 6 of the Traffic Signs Manual. ATE’s 
Crossing Selector Tool may also help you identify suitable design arrangements in 
certain contexts.

5.12 It is also important that you review and consider desire lines for people walking, 
wheeling and cycling as part of your perimeter treatment designs. In the case of an 
area next to a park, there is likely to be a strong desire line between that area and the 
park entrance. If this desire line is not being met, either due to the lack of a suitable 
crossing or the crossing being too far from the desire line, then there is a higher risk 
that people walking, wheeling or cycling may come into direct conflict with motor 
vehicles.

5.13 Scoring descriptors for walking and wheeling and cycling are slightly different, as 
cyclists cannot legally cycle across pedestrian crossings. For example, a puffin 
crossing is a pedestrian-only crossing and cannot be counted as a cycle crossing.

5.14 While toucan crossings will provide separation in time and space from motor vehicles, 
they inevitably increase interactions between people walking, wheeling and cycling. 
This is especially important when considering the needs of disabled people. 
Context and street conditions will always play a part but crossing facilities that 
separate people walking and wheeling from those cycling should be prioritised where 
possible. Examples of these crossings include ‘sparrow’ crossings (which are 
signalised crossings with parallel crossing areas for pedestrians and cyclists) and 
parallel crossings (zebra-style crossings with parallel crossing areas for pedestrians 
and cyclists).

5.15 You can improve existing pedestrian crossings by converting them to cater for 
pedestrians and cyclists alike while keeping them separate. For example, you can 
upgrade a zebra crossing to a parallel crossing, or a puffin crossing to a sparrow 
crossing.

Permeability
5.16 ‘Permeability’ measures how easy it is to walk, wheel and cycle through an area. The 

quality of the pedestrian and cycle network informs it, and you can assess this in 
terms of level of service. ATE’s Route Check, which is based on core design guidance 
such as DfT Inclusive Mobility guidance and LTN 1/20, is a thorough way to assess 
pedestrian and cycle network levels of service. However, since a full Route Check 
assessment needs an advanced level of design detail, which may not be available for 
every street in and around an area, we have provided a simplified way of working out 
pedestrian and cyclist levels of service below.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/951074/cycle-infrastructure-design-ltn-1-20.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5df0e29fed915d15f42c4820/dft-traffic-signs-manual-chapter-6.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1044542/inclusive-mobility-a-guide-to-best-practice-on-access-to-pedestrian-and-transport-infrastructure.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/951074/cycle-infrastructure-design-ltn-1-20.pdf
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5.17 For a pedestrian network, suitable routes are defined as those which satisfy the 
following minimum accessibility requirements:

 • Smooth, sealed footway surfaces.

 • Dropped kerbs with suitable gradients and appropriate tactile paving surfaces at 
crossing locations.

 • Suitable footway widths as defined in DfT’s Inclusive Mobility guidance.

 • Suitable tactile paving surfaces.

 • Acceptable footway camber (≤2.5%).

 • Minimal street clutter.

 • Appropriate street lighting.

5.18 It is also important to consider the wider accessibility of public transport facilities in 
the area, as a walking or wheeling trip may be one stage of a multi-modal journey. 
For example, the siting and design of bus stops in and around an area is an important 
factor in this regard. Further guidance can be found in DfT’s Inclusive Mobility: A guide 
to Best Practice on Access to Pedestrian and Transport Infrastructure.

5.19 For the cycle network, quality routes are where provision is proportionate to the 
surrounding street conditions and where there are no critical issues as defined in ATE’s 
Route Check. For example, it may be suitable to mix cyclists with traffic in the 
carriageway if motor vehicle volumes and 85th percentile speeds are sufficiently low, 
and traffic lane widths are not in the critical range (3.25–3.9m). As discussed in the 
two previous sections, it is also important for network connectivity that cycle routes 
start and end with high-quality crossings.

5.20 In the context of area permeability, a route, either as part of the pedestrian or cycle 
network, is typically defined as running from one side of an area to another. Routes 
should be direct and follow the shortest practical distance. For additional assurance, 
you can carry out a full ATE Route Check assessment to confirm route quality.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1044542/inclusive-mobility-a-guide-to-best-practice-on-access-to-pedestrian-and-transport-infrastructure.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1044542/inclusive-mobility-a-guide-to-best-practice-on-access-to-pedestrian-and-transport-infrastructure.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1044542/inclusive-mobility-a-guide-to-best-practice-on-access-to-pedestrian-and-transport-infrastructure.pdf
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5.21 Figure 11 below shows an example area with low walking and wheeling permeability.

Figure 11 –  Example of low walking and wheeling permeability – One route with all of 
the features from the list

5.22 Figure 12 below shows the same example area with high walking and wheeling 
permeability.

Figure 12 –  Example of high walking and wheeling permeability – Multiple routes with 
all of the features from the list
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5.23 Figure 13 below shows an example area with no cycling permeability.

Figure 13 – Example of low cycling permeability – No routes through the area

5.24 Figure 14 below shows the same example area with high cycling permeability.

Figure 14 –  Example of high cycling permeability – Multiple quality routes which start 
and end with high quality crossings.

Mesh Density
5.25 ‘Mesh density’ is a measure of how extensive the wider pedestrian and cycle networks 

are, both inside and around an area. It is measured by the average distance between 
parallel streets that are considered suitable for most people to walk, wheel and cycle, 
including people with disabilities (as defined by the same minimum quality standards 
as for the permeability metric above).
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5.26 The reason for analysing mesh density is to check that there is good pedestrian and 
cycle network coverage in the wider area. This is particularly important for larger areas 
where multiple routes – if designed to be direct and high-quality – offer more choice 
and attractive journey times to a large population. 

5.27 The ranges for scoring mesh density given in the Area Check are higher for cycling 
than for walking and wheeling. This reflects that cyclists may be more willing to deviate 
further from their main direction of travel as they are likely to be travelling further and 
faster than pedestrians. 

5.28 We recommend you use Geographic Information System (GIS) software to establish an 
accurate mesh density score for an area.

Motorised Through-Traffic
5.29 It is important that the design of any area scheme is carried out in collaboration with 

the local community to make sure that proposed interventions do not affect some 
people disproportionately, such as blue badge holders or community transport users 
and providers. Where traffic management alterations are made, relevant legislation 
must be followed.

5.30 Through-traffic is defined as vehicles passing through an area without stopping at 
local destinations. Area schemes offer an opportunity to redesign an area based on 
community needs and desires, bringing holistic benefits from less through-traffic such 
as better air quality, better road safety and reduced noise pollution. There is evidence 
that motor vehicle traffic volumes and speeds affect existing and potential walkers, 
wheelers and cyclists in terms of real and perceived safety. 

5.31 While the Traffic Mitigation Check gives guidance on displacement strategies for motor 
vehicle traffic, the reason for including the Motorised Through-Traffic metric in the Area 
Scorecard is to assess the effectiveness of the design of area-wide interventions in 
terms of reducing motorised through-traffic.

5.32 Where area schemes try to reduce motorised through-traffic, they should not do so in 
a way that stops local access to destinations such as residential properties, business 
units or public transport facilities. Schemes should focus instead on reducing 
through-traffic while providing and/or maintaining suitable access routes. Exemptions 
to through-traffic restrictions should be considered for disabled people, including blue 
badge holders, emergency services, buses, taxis, private hire vehicles, emergency 
services, community transport providers and blue badge holders.

5.33 Area schemes that fully address motorised through-traffic routes will score well, while 
those that do not, or only partially address routes without providing suitable mitigation, 
will score poorly. There may be good reasons why a specific motorised through-traffic 
route needs to be maintained but, where this is the case, mitigation measures should 
be put in place to make sure that any likely negative impacts are suitably addressed. 
For example, controlled crossings might be necessary to help people cross the street 
if traffic volumes are going to be high on certain routes. You should include details of 
why you have left motorised through-traffic routes in place, along with their expected 
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impacts and proposed mitigations, in column L (the scoring justification box) of the 
Area Scorecard tab.

5.34 Interventions to reduce motorised through-traffic include modal filters, timed traffic 
restrictions, banned movements and bus gates. These should be considered in the 
context of the broader pedestrian and cycle network as they have the potential to 
significantly improve on-street conditions for people walking, wheeling and cycling, 
including disabled people. A bus gate may help reduce motor vehicle traffic to the 
point where it is suitable for most people to cycle in that traffic, for example. It could 
also offer the opportunity to look at the overall street space again and incorporate 
footway and placemaking enhancements.

Perimeter Treatments
5.35 Where you are proposing interventions to reduce motorised through-traffic, and it is 

expected that most of this traffic will be displaced to the perimeter streets, it is 
important that you consider any potential issues that might result on these streets. 
Issues that may arise on perimeter streets include potential increases in:

 • Motor traffic volume and congestion

 • Motor traffic speed

 • Collisions or collision severity

 • Air or noise pollution

 • Delays to public transport 

5.36 It is important that your scheme addresses and mitigates any such issues wherever 
possible, particularly where there are sensitive receptors on the area perimeter. 
For example, where you anticipate more congestion on one or more perimeter streets, 
you should consider possible junction improvements to increase traffic capacity, 
reduce queue lengths and smooth traffic flows. If there is a bus route on a perimeter 
where you expect increased traffic, you could consider bus lanes or bus gates to 
reduce delays to public transport journey times. 

5.37 Your designs should be proportionate to the place and movement function of a 
perimeter street, as explained in Manual for Streets. The level of protection needed for 
cyclists will likely be higher on a main arterial route than a neighbourhood street, for 
example. Ultimately, we recommend a holistic approach to area schemes, and you 
should review perimeter treatments alongside the internal organisation of an area. 
Wider local pedestrian and cycle network strategies, such as LCWIPs, should also 
inform the prioritisation and design of perimeter treatments.

5.38 You can use the ATE Route Check to review the design quality of perimeter treatments 
for people walking, wheeling and cycling, including people with disabilities. The ATE 
Cross-Section Tool may also be useful to assess what interventions are possible in the 
space available on perimeter streets.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1072722/Essex_Manual_for_Streets_Redacted.pdf
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Green Infrastructure Design
5.39 Incorporating green infrastructure into area schemes can help make streets more 

pleasant places to be, as well as enhancing their climate resilience and improving 
biodiversity. Areas with a variety of green infrastructure measures will score higher 
than areas that have fewer measures or achieve an overall net loss. There are multiple 
options to consider, such as:

 • Sustainable drainage systems (SuDS)

 • Planters

 • Parklets or pocket parks 

 • Trees

 • Soft landscaping, for example planting of wildflowers/hedges/shrubs

 • Community gardens

 • Green roofs, for example on bus stops

 • Green walls or screens

 • Bug hotels

5.40 This is not an exhaustive list and you can consider other measures if they can be 
suitably justified. For example, you can consider blue infrastructure beyond SuDS if 
it helps make the area a more pleasant, temperate place to be, enhance its climate 
resilience and/or improve its biodiversity.

5.41 It is worth considering how street functions can be merged when designing internal 
treatments. For example, you can incorporate planters into modal filters or combine 
them with seating, and incorporate trees or SuDS into new public spaces to provide 
shade and manage surface water.

5.42 Where sensitive receptors may be affected by displaced motor vehicle traffic, you can 
consider green infrastructure measures as contributing towards mitigation, as they can 
capture certain air pollutants (assuming the kind and amount of green infrastructure is 
apposite to the anticipated effects from displaced traffic).

5.43 You should carry out green infrastructure design in line with DfT Inclusive Mobility  
guidance. For example, new trees or planters should be placed in a way that does not 
restrict footways beyond recommended clearance widths. You can use ATE’s Route 
Check  tool and Route Cross-Section tool to check appropriate widths for footways 
and cycle  tracks. Considersation should also be given to the choice of tree, tree pit 
and the need for maintenance. Trees should not be planted that will then grow to then 
damage footways or create obstructions. For more guidance, see the Forestry 
Commission’s Operations Note 51 on highway tree management.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/highway-tree-management-operations-note-51
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Other Internal Treatments
5.44 The internal treatments discussed in the previous sections mostly focus on 

interventions to address motorised through-traffic, the safety of existing active travel 
facilities and green infrastructure. This metric complements these as it promotes the 
consideration of improvements to accessibility, attractiveness and placemaking to give 
people more reasons to walk, wheel and cycle to and through an area. Such 
improvements might include (but are not limited to):

 • Play streets

 • School streets

 • Cycle parking/hangars

 • Places to rest, like seating

 • Raised tables/entries or continuous footways

 • New social spaces

 • Parklets or pocket parks

 • Wayfinding

 • Art

5.45 Area schemes featuring a variety of these treatments will achieve a higher score for 
this metric. For example, school streets, play streets, new social spaces, parklets and 
pocket parks can all make streets more inclusive and encourage social activity. It is 
important that you develop such proposals together with local stakeholders to make 
sure that internal treatments meet the many needs of local communities. Parklets and 
pocket parks feature in both this metric and the previous green infrastructure metric, 
as they can have multiple functions.

5.46 You should design internal treatments in line with DfT Inclusive Mobility guidance. 
For example, new seating should comply with recommended specifications. The ATE 
Route Check also includes several metrics relevant to the type, quantity and 
placement of internal treatments.

Engagement practice
5.47 Engagement is critical to the success of all area schemes. Schemes designed with no 

or limited engagement are less likely to address local needs and be accepted by the 
local communities you seek to serve. When assessing the existing engagement 
practice scenario, you can use a score of 0 as default, unless there is evidence of 
good engagement on recent schemes. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1044542/inclusive-mobility-a-guide-to-best-practice-on-access-to-pedestrian-and-transport-infrastructure.pdf
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5.48 Engagement must be inclusive, comprehensive and meaningful for area schemes to 
succeed and their benefits realised. Engagement channels must set up an effective 
dialogue between scheme promotors and scheme recipients. 

5.49 It is important to engage with local accessibility groups throughout the planning, 
design and implementation of area schemes, to make sure that they are fully inclusive 
and do not negatively affect disabled people.

5.50 On some occasions, there might be uncertainty around the effects of an area scheme. 
If this is the case, you could implement temporary measures or treatments with a 
comprehensive monitoring programme, to evaluate their effectiveness. 
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6. Outputs
6.1 Once you have completed the Area Scorecard, you can move on to the Results & 

Commentary tab, which summarises the results of the Area Check. The tool will 
automatically populate the Traffic Mitigation Check results and Area Scorecard boxes 
and calculate and show an uplift score for the latter. You then only have to provide a 
final comment on the scores and recommendations to be considered for the area 
scheme.

6.2 If ATE is completing the Area Check on behalf of a local authority, then 
recommendations will be included in the final comments for the scheme.

6.3 If a local authority is undertaking an assessment of their own area scheme, then 
scores should be reviewed and compared against any higher-scoring descriptors, with 
consideration given to what might be achievable to improve the overall level of service 
for the area. 

6.4 ATE has not set general minimum score thresholds for area schemes, although 
thresholds may be set for specific funding programmes in the future. Good schemes 
will improve walking, wheeling and cycling facilities in an area, mitigate displaced 
traffic around it effectively, address accessibility problems and demonstrate significant 
transformation with a strong uplift score. They will also clearly evidence diligent, 
inclusive engagement practices with local people.
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